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Abstract
While sociologists and political scientists have become interested in the role of ideas
in the political process, relatively little work looks at how ideological claims are actually
deployed in political discourse. This article examines the economic claims made in
two pairs of Congressional debates over tax cuts, one (in 1962 and 1964) generally
associated with Keynesian economic theories, and one (in 1978 and 1981) tied to
supply-side ideas. While these bills were indeed initiated by groups subscribing to
different economic ideologies, subsequent debates look surprisingly similar. The bills
were closer in substance than one might expect, and while their proponents came from
opposite political camps, in both cases supporters focused more on supply-side than
demand-side effects and emphasized tax cuts’ ability to pay for themselves through
economic stimulation. The authors propose that politically acceptable economic claims
may evolve more slowly than the economic theories that inspire policy entrepreneurs,
and that this “discursive opportunity structure” may not only constrain the political
process but may potentially shape the political effects of expert knowledge.
Keywords
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In recent years, there has been an upsurge of interest in political sociology and political science in the question of how ideas—particularly economic ideas—shape
politics.1 Grounded in historical institutionalism, this literature has tried to explain
how beliefs about the economy shape political outcomes, either because actors use
1
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ideas as tools to try to achieve their interests, or because ideas help reconstruct actors’
interests at critical moments.2
Some scholars have suggested that a constructivist approach to understanding the
role of ideas in politics might be fruitful, and argued for a greater attention to the ways
that ideas and interests interact with one another or a focus on discourse as a process
through which ideas are dynamically given meaning.3 This would suggest an examination of mid-range mechanisms of change rather than grander claims about the causal
power of ideas.
This article builds on such suggestions by looking at the economic claims made in
four debates over tax cuts that took place in the U.S. House of Representatives between
1962 and 1981. Tax policy is one of the most important domains in which economic
ideas are put into political action; for more than fifty years, tax policy has had economic goals as well as fiscal ones. Tax debates are full of explicit and implicit theories
about how the economy works. Will cutting taxes encourage investment? Stoke inflation? Do nothing at all? Every couple of years Congress has a major debate over tax
policy, and almost without exception, the economic impact of the proposed legislation
is a central issue.
Yet both tax policy and ideas about the economic impact of taxes have changed
substantially over the decades. In particular, the cuts in the late 1970s and early 1980s
that followed the “tax revolt” and the Reagan Revolution have been seen as ushering
in a new political era.4 As supply-side economics gained visibility in Washington,
political discourse came to emphasize the role of capital formation and the effects of
marginal tax rates on incentives to work and invest.
Whether one sees supply-side economics as playing a causal role in these tax cuts
or as merely reflecting increasingly organized business interests, supply-side arguments were certainly closely associated with this shift, which resulted first in the
Revenue Act of 1978 and then in the Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA).
The former, in some ways a relatively incremental piece of legislation, notably contained a major reduction in the capital gains tax, including a cut in the maximum rate
from 49 percent to 28 percent.5 The latter policy, one of President Ronald Reagan’s
major legislative achievements, cut individual income tax rates by 23 percent across
the board, as well as cutting corporate taxes substantially and making other changes.6
These supply-side tax cuts, however, were not the first major tax cuts made with
economic goals in mind. Large individual and corporate tax cuts were also made under
the Kennedy and Johnson administrations in 1962 and 1964. These earlier tax cuts, however, have often been seen as reflecting a Keynesian approach in which government
could keep the economy functioning smoothly by managing levels of aggregate demand.
We do not challenge the fundamental outlines of this picture—that these decades
saw a shift from a Keynes-inspired to a supply-side tax policy. But our empirical
examination of claims made by members of Congress during tax debates complicates
it in ways that have implications for thinking about the role of economic ideas in the
political process. We expected that in the early 1960s we would see liberals (and moderates) defending Democrat-sponsored tax cuts on largely Keynesian grounds—that
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is, arguing that tax cuts would help the economy by increasing demand—while in the
late 1970s and early 1980s we would see conservatives (and moderates) defending
Republican-inspired tax proposals with supply-side arguments.
This is not what we found. First, the tax cuts of the early 1960s and those of 1978
and 1981 looked surprisingly similar, despite having very different ideological origins.
The policy shift itself was not that dramatic. Second, and more significantly, we found
that the tax cuts were debated in terms that were much more similar than we expected.
Instead of a shift from largely Keynesian claims to largely supply-side claims, we
found a much more modest change. While the 1978 and 1981 tax cuts were indeed
defended dominantly with supply-side claims, the 1962 and 1964 cuts were also, on
balance, justified in supply-side terms. So while we anticipated a clear shift from
demand-side to supply-side claims among supporters, we instead observed a smaller
move from a mix of claims, with the balance tilting toward the supply side, to a supplyside-dominant position.
Moreover, we often found the “wrong” groups making particular economic claims,
particularly in the 1960s. For example, in the 1962 debate conservative Republicans
occasionally argued that the tax cuts were inadequately Keynesian while Democrats
were defending them as encouraging the capital formation necessary to increase productivity. And in 1964 especially, Democrats frequently claimed that substantial tax
cuts would pay for themselves, a position that they would later criticize Republicans
for taking. Nor does support for the bills always line up in the ways one might expect:
business and labor, for example, united in their opposition to the investment tax credit
contained in the 1962 bill.
This article details these observations—both the unexpected continuities in the
terms of debate and the unexpected shifts in economic claims made by particular political groups. It then goes on to propose a potential explanation for these observations
by noting that ideas may play different roles at different points in the political process.
We suggest that ideas may actively shape policy early in the political process, but be
used more opportunistically in Congressional debate, when legislators make the economic claims that best support their already-chosen position from a range of claims
that are seen as politically acceptable. If, however, the range of acceptable claims
evolves relatively slowly, as appears to be the case here, that may limit the discursive
moves that are available to legislators by providing openings for some arguments but
not for others, even when expert discourse is changing fairly rapidly. This means that
while the economic claims made by legislators on the floor of Congress may indeed
be opportunistic rather than idea-driven, the range of claims seen as legitimate may
itself have political implications.

Tax Cut Debates in the U.S. House of Representatives
We demonstrate this through an analysis of floor debates in the U.S. House of Representatives over these four pieces of tax legislation. We chose the House for two reasons:
first, because the House plays a unique role in tax legislation since the Constitution
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obligates that tax bills originate there, and second, because we expected to find a greater
diversity of political views in the House. The index of the Congressional Record was
first used to identify periods of debate over the bills. We then expanded our sample
using legislative histories of each bill, which identified all days of floor debate in the
House: from LexisNexis for the 1978 and 1981 bills, and for the 1962 and 1964 bills,
for which no Lexis histories were available, from Congressionally published legislative
histories.7 The complete text of the floor debates, as published in the Congressional
Record, was downloaded from HeinOnline. The 1962 and 1964 bills saw a total of 269
pages of debate, and the 1978 and 1981 bills saw 224 pages. These numbers exclude
pages that simply reprinted the text of a bill or amendment.
The methods used were largely inductive. We began by reading these tax debates
as well as a number of others, including portions of debates in 1971, 1986, 1990, 1997,
and 2001 and some segments of debate in the Senate as well as the House. The focus
was the kinds of economic claims legislators were making about the economic effects
of various tax policies. In particular, we were looking for claims about whether a particular policy would benefit or hurt the economy and the specific means through which
it was claimed to do so. We made no assumptions about whether legislators actually
believed the claims they made, nor do we view these statements as necessarily being
made with the intention of converting others to the speaker’s position. Instead, we
assume only that legislators are generally making claims that they find politically
acceptable and appropriate.
We expected to see a marked change in the kinds of claims being made over time,
based both on the shift in expert economic discourse around taxes that took place in
the 1970s and on our sense of the late 1970s and the Reagan years as a period of tax
revolt and a sharp turn in policy direction. As already noted, however, we were struck
by continuity rather than change, and by the failure of economic claims to line up with
the political groups we expected to see making them.
This led to a more specific focus on the four debates examined here, in which the
scope of our examination was limited to claims being made about the economic effects
of tax cuts specifically rather than tax policy more generally. (Even these debates,
which all include consideration of significant tax cuts, also include discussion over
other kinds of tax provisions.) In particular, we began to focus on whether claims fit
better with a Keynesian or a supply-side approach.
As the content of the 1978 and 1981 debates was less surprising than that of the
1962 and 1964 debates, we were particularly methodical in our examination of the earlier pair and more of our discussion here focuses on them. While the nature of the data
does not lend itself easily to quantitative coding and thus our summary is narrative in
form, we did read through this earlier pair systematically noting all claims made about
the economic effects of tax cuts. We also noted cases in which the “wrong” sides made
particular economic claims. We supplemented this primary analysis with a variety of
secondary sources on these tax debates (such as political and economic histories and
government publications) that helped to flesh out our understanding of the politics
behind them.
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The Revenue Acts of 1962 and 1964
Tax reduction and reform were on the agenda of President John F. Kennedy from the
outset of his administration.8 His initiatives led to the passage of two major pieces of
tax legislation, both of which enacted substantial cuts in taxes. The first, the Revenue
Act of 1962, had as its centerpiece a 7 percent investment tax credit, which would
allow businesses purchasing certain kinds of assets to reduce their taxes by up to 7
percent of the cost of those assets.9 The second, the Revenue Act of 1964, was initiated
by Kennedy but passed into law under Lyndon Johnson after Kennedy’s assassination.
It cut both individual and corporate tax liabilities substantially: individual by an average of 19.4 percent and corporate by 7.7 percent.10
The Kennedy-Johnson tax cuts conventionally have been seen as Keynesian in
origin, focused on increasing demand by encouraging consumption and investment.11
It was, in fact, in a Time magazine article on Keynesianism and the Kennedy-Johnson
economic policies that Milton Friedman was famously quoted as saying, “We are all
Keynesians now.”12 Historians tell a slightly more nuanced story. The Kennedy administration is generally regarded as a high-water mark for the influence of technocratic
Keynesian economics on presidential politics.13 But scholars have typically described
Kennedy-era economic policy as “commercial Keynesianism,” meaning that it focused
on demand management through tax cuts rather than government spending, and that it
embraced some degree of concern with the supply side as well, particularly with
encouraging capital formation as a means of increasing productivity.14
Nevertheless, while the strand of Keynesianism embraced in the United States may
have differed from that found in social-democratic Europe, and while prominent officials in the Kennedy administration have acknowledged that they took supply-side
concerns seriously, Kennedy’s economic advisers clearly saw themselves as Keynesian and made their policy recommendations within a Keynesian framework.15 Walter
Heller, chair of Kennedy’s Council of Economic Advisers (and generally regarded as
the father of the Kennedy tax cuts), explicitly saw them as such, later calling them
“applied Keynesian economics.”16
But while Keynes may have inspired the 1962 and 1964 tax cuts, in their final form
they did not look so different from the supply-side tax cuts implemented in 1978 and
1981.17 First of all, they were tax cuts; government spending, the more traditional
Keynesian prescription for demand management, was politically off the table for a
variety of reasons. Second, while it is often assumed that Keynesian tax cuts will be
targeted at lower-income consumers, who will be more likely to spend them, the
Kennedy-Johnson tax cuts were not particularly focused on this group. The 1962 cut
went to business, not consumers, and the part of the 1964 cut that was targeted at individuals was only slightly progressive. Herbert Stein goes so far as to suggest that the
administration would have preferred even less progressive cuts in order to strengthen
business confidence, had they not been politically unacceptable.18
In the end, the Revenue Act of 1964 lowered the top marginal individual income
tax rate by 23 percent, from 91 percent to 70 percent. The bottom rate was lowered by
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Table 1. Average Income Tax Rates for a Family of Four
Revenue Act of 1964
One-half median income
Before (%)
After (%)
% change
Median income
Before (%)
After (%)
% change
Two times median income
Before (%)
After (%)
% change

2.0
2.2
+11

Economic Recovery
Tax Act of 1981
6.8
6.5
–5

8.7
7.1
–18

12
10
–13

13
11
–13

19
17
–12

Source: Adapted from Tax Policy Center, “Historical Federal Income Tax Rates for a Family of Four”
(Washington, DC: Tax Policy Center, 2009), http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/taxfacts/displayafact
.cfm?Docid=226 (accessed December 29, 2009).
Note: Data are based on median income for a four-person married-couple family with one earner.
Numbers assume the family has itemized deductions of 23 percent of income and takes either that
deduction or the standard deduction, whichever is higher.

30 percent, from 20 percent to 14 percent.19 This makes the cuts appear moderately
progressive. But in some ways it overstates their progressivity. Taxpayers with half the
median income saw an actual increase in their effective tax rate, though from a very
low base, once the Act’s tax reductions had taken effect. Taxpayers earning the median
income or twice the median saw much more significant cuts.20 And while apples-toapples comparisons are difficult because of different starting points in the tax rates, the
change in effective tax rates for these three groups does not look dramatically more
progressive than that which resulted from the Reagan tax cuts of 1981 (see Table 1).
Thus while the Kennedy-Johnson tax cuts may have had Keynesian origins, they
did not translate into a special focus on consumers or on lower-income groups. Nor
did their supporters in Congress emphasize their Keynesian virtues. Members of the
House of Representatives defended the 1962 cuts, in particular, on dominantly supplyside grounds. Proponents repeatedly emphasized that the purpose of the bill was to
increase investment. One might encourage investment as a means to increase aggregate demand, and many times supporters simply praised the bill for encouraging
investment without being explicit about what the positive effects of increased investment would be. But on occasions when legislators went into more detail, they specified
that the bill was meant to encourage capital formation as a means of increasing productivity and thus growth.
Such claims were made repeatedly by Democrats and liberals, and not, for the
most part, by Republicans. For example, Thomas Steed (D-OK) argued,
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It is crystal clear that, in order to maintain the economic health of this country,
it is necessary to raise our level of investment in productive equipment. The rate
of growth necessary to continued and expanded national prosperity; the attainment of full employment; the restoration of a balance in our international
payments—all these can be helped immeasurably by an increase in investment
in more modern and more efficient equipment.21
John Watts (D-KY) similarly said,
This strong incentive to increase capital good expenditures in this country by
increasing the profitability or rate of return on such investment is the most effective and economical way of increasing our national growth. . . . New investment
will create more jobs, as new technological developments, new processes, and
new products are incorporated through use of more productive equipment.22
No demand-side factors were mentioned. Similar supply-side arguments can be seen
in statements made by Hale Boggs (D-LA), Richard Bolling (D-MO), James Burke
(D-MA), Frank Karsten (D-MO), Eugene Keogh (D-NY), Cecil King (D-CA), Wilbur
Mills (D-AR), and Al Ullman (D-OR), among others.23
On the other hand, mentions of demand-side effects of the investment tax credit
were rare. There were occasional references to the tax credit’s potential to “stimulate”
the economy, which could possibly, though not necessarily, imply demand-side effects.
And on a handful of occasions it was argued that the bill would encourage demand in
some specific set of circumstances. For example, Winfield Denton (D-IN) talked
about the benefits of new equipment for the coal and railroad industries, then went on
to say that “[t]he tax credit will provide that encouragement [to invest in new equipment], and in consequence it will put some thrust into the economy of communities
that build and make parts for railroad equipment.”24
So for the most part the debate simply was not framed in Keynesian terms. But it
was actually among Republican opponents of the investment tax credit that one could
see a handful of claims made about the importance of demand. Noah Mason (R-IL),
ranking minority member of the Ways and Means Committee, emphasized that “our
problem is not lack of capacity to produce, but lack of a market in which to sell,” and
Bruce Alger (R-TX) similarly claimed “our problem today was not lack of capacity to
produce, but lack of customers to buy.”25 And when William Harsha (R-OH) criticized
the bill for giving a smaller tax credit to public utilities than to other businesses
(3 percent of capital investment vs. 7 percent), he made a demand-oriented argument
in their favor. Utilities, he argued, were being excluded on the grounds that their tax
credit would just be passed on to consumers, “thereby negating much of the stimulative effect on investments.” But, he continued, “What better way to stimulate the
economy than to give the consumer more purchasing power in the form of reduced
rates? Certainly increased purchasing power will create a demand for more products
and in turn create more jobs.”26
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The Revenue Act of 1964 was even more clearly inspired by Keynesian thinking
than the investment tax credit had been. As early as 1960, Kennedy’s advisers were
making strong arguments for a tax cut aimed at increasing demand and stimulating the
economy.27 Though Kennedy himself resisted this recommendation for a considerable
period of time because of a political commitment to balancing the budget, by the
summer of 1962 he was becoming a convert to economists’ arguments that current tax
rates were dampening the economy. The moment to seek tax reduction was now, they
suggested, just as the peak of the business cycle was passing, rather than once the
economy was back in recession.28
Kennedy was, of course, an excellent politician and when necessary, he could sell
his proposals in the language the business community preferred. In an important
speech to the Economic Club of New York in December 1962, he emphasized,
The final and best means of strengthening demand among consumers and business is to reduce the burden on private income and the deterrents to private
initiative which are imposed by our present tax system . . . [which] exerts too
heavy a drag on growth in peace time . . . siphons out of the private economy too
large a share of personal and business purchasing power . . . [and] reduces the
financial incentives for personal effort, investment, and risk-taking.29
Though Kennedy saw the speech as “straight Keynes and Heller,” liberal economic
adviser John Kenneth Galbraith called it “the most Republican speech since McKinley.”30
Regardless of the rhetoric used to sell the proposal to potentially hostile audiences,
the focus within the administration continued to be explicitly Keynesian. Indeed,
when in mid-1962 Walter Heller passed along to the president a letter from British
economist Roy Harrod arguing that budget deficits were necessary to increase demand
enough to convince industry to invest, Heller noted that “Harrod (one of England’s
great economists) thinks that both the President and Heller need to become convinced
Keynesians—as if we weren’t!”31
The tax cut the Kennedy administration initially proposed was both larger and
more progressive than the one that eventually emerged from Ways and Means.32 But
during its nine-month sojourn with that committee, chairman Wilbur Mills worked to
make it both less deficit-inducing (in accord with his own relatively conservative economic preferences) and more politically realistic, which meant eliminating some
revenue-raising closures of tax loopholes.33 The bill passed the House in September
1963 by a vote of 271 to 155, but its future was thrown into question with Kennedy’s
assassination in November.34
New president Lyndon Johnson, however, quickly stepped in with strong support
for the bill. Moreover, he facilitated its passage by limiting budget expenditures in a
way that Kennedy had been reluctant to do. This, of course, decreased its demand
stimulus. But it also helped reassure the skeptical business community, which had
always distrusted Kennedy, that the bill was fiscally responsible. The result was the
conversion of a number of Republicans, so that when the bill was reported from conference in February 1964, the House approved it by the large margin of 326 to 83.35
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Despite the bill’s Keynesian origins, its supporters in the House did not primarily
argue for it on the grounds that it would help the economy by stimulating demand. When,
back in September, Mills had introduced the revamped bill for floor debate, he portrayed
it instead as a small-government, pro-free-enterprise tax cut: “We are loosening the constraints which the present high tax system imposes on our economy. We are taking a step
toward a freer economy. Perhaps most important of all, we are taking a step away from
big Central Government.”36 While he mentioned demand factors in this speech (“the
problem of excess capacity has plagued American industry since 1957”), they were balanced by concern with supply-side effects (“. . . what we need is an expanded export
market. This can occur through higher domestic productivity which . . . because of new
plant and equipment, gives rise to more economical production”).37
Mills was presumably trying to make the bill sound acceptable to those who might
disagree with Kennedy’s advisers about the economically beneficial effects of deficits. Nevertheless, his statement set the tone for a debate that did not place a dominant
emphasis upon demand stimulus. Instead, the bill’s supporters in the House most
frequently emphasized balance. As Al Ullman asked,
[H]ow do you stimulate the economy? Do you do it by shoring up the purchasing power of the people of this great Nation of ours? Or do you do it by expanding
the investment capital so that industry may move ahead? Of course, the program
that was sent up by the administration faced both of these alternatives and said
what we need is a balanced program. We need to shore up the purchasing power
and we need to increase investment capital.38
Similarly, Edward Boland (D-MA) claimed that the tax cuts “will give American
consumers billions of dollars of additional purchasing power” as well as fostering in
businesses “a new incentive and greater financial capacity to invest and to employ.”39
And a Republican supporter, Paul Fino of New York, noted, “I voted for this bill
because it would put into the pockets of our individual taxpayers added dollars which
could be spent for consumer products. I voted for this measure because it would add
to the coffers of our American corporations more money which could be used for
expansion and reinvestment purposes.”40
In contrast to the 1962 debate, which was framed almost exclusively in terms of
supply-side arguments, supporters of the 1964 bill did make explicitly Keynesian
arguments from time to time. Martha Griffiths (D-MI) spelled out the multiplier
effect of tax reduction:
The theory of the tax cut is to return to each taxpayer an amount roughly equivalent to $200 which it is hoped he will spend. The conservative estimate of the
speed with which that money will be respent is 2 ½ times per year. The top estimate is four times. As that money is spent and respent it is anticipated that it will
create additional employment, put more people on the tax rolls and thus finally
create additional tax revenue.41
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But these sorts of claims were intermingled with ones about the bill’s effect on the
supply side: it would “help supply the capital for the survival and growth for our 4.5
million small business enterprises,” “stimulate capital investment,” “specifically
increase the overall profitability of business and enhance the financial capacity and
incentives of business for investment,” and counteract “industrial slowness to replace
obsolete machinery and obsolete plants with something better in order to meet the
challenge of an increasingly-competitive world.”42 Overall, the bill’s supporters
presented it as an effort to encourage free enterprise and the private sector through a
balance of supply- and demand-side effects.
While the idea of tax cuts drew support from across the political spectrum, Republican and conservative opponents of the bill expressed concern that it did not hold
spending down enough. On the one hand, they argued, this would produce damaging
deficits, which were seen as problematic on both economic and moral grounds. On the
other, it would encourage dangerous levels of inflation—an argument that seemed to
have a surprising level of resonance given that inflation had been under 2 percent for
most of the previous decade.43
Certainly some opponents of the bill were opposed to budget deficits under any
circumstances. Interestingly, however, some Republicans did not make categorical
arguments against deficits, but instead argued that the bill was not Keynesian enough:
it was rejecting an acceptable Keynesianism of deficit-spending during times of
recession in favor of something more radical. As Thomas Curtis (R-MO) declared,
We are adopting a new fiscal theory in accepting this conference report, on deficit financing. . . . The old theory was we balanced out the deficits we created in
economic declines through the surpluses during periods of economic upsurge.
Today, in 1964, no one denies we are in a period of economic upturn, at the top.
This is the very time when we should be recouping and paying off the Federal
debt, according to that old theory. The new theory is to balance the budget in
periods of full employment, whatever that means. . . . According to the administration, they think it might mean 1967. According to the eminent economist Dr.
Arthur Burns, it means probably 1972. But it is certainly a brand new theory and
completely abandons the Puritan ethic.44
So in 1964 we saw supporters making a mix of supply- and demand-side arguments
for the tax cuts, while opponents focused on the risks of deficits and inflation, though
they did not collectively oppose the Keynesian argument for demand stimulus during
economic downturns.
There was one other claim made repeatedly during debate over these tax cuts, and
particularly with regard to the 1964 bill, by what seems to be the “wrong” group, given
later political events. Supporters of the bill—largely Democrats—argued repeatedly
that the tax cuts would prove so economically stimulative that they would increase
revenues. This was not the first time such claims had been made; Andrew Mellon had
famously proposed similar arguments in the 1920s.45 But Mellon, like the supplysiders of 1978 and 1981, was a conservative Republican, not a liberal Democrat.
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In 1962 claims about the positive revenue effects of tax reduction were relatively
muted, though they did appear occasionally. Wilbur Mills, for example, reported that
year that the Treasury Department predicted that when the effect of the investment tax
credit on the national economy was taken into account, “the bill will be substantially
in balance.”46 But the 1962 tax cut was itself relatively small in comparison with the
reductions made two years later.
The Revenue Act of 1964, however, was clearly a revenue reducer by conventional
measurements. Its supporters explicitly argued, however, that it would pay for itself.
This theme was so central that a statement to that effect was even included in the
“Declaration by Congress” that opened the legislation: “it is the sense of Congress that
the tax reduction provided by the bill, through stimulation of the economy, will, after
a brief transitional period, raise (rather than lower) revenues and that such revenue
increases should first be used to eliminate the deficits in the administrative budgets
and then to reduce the public debt.”47 Even the fiscally conservative Mills found himself arguing that “Congress is providing this tax reduction because through its
stimulative effect on investment and the increase it will bring about in consumer
spending, it will eventually lead to higher levels of economic activity and thereby
increase, rather than decrease, revenues,” though he also emphasized the need to constrain expenditures.48
Certainly there were critics of such claims during both debates. For example, in
1962, Thomas Curtis argued that the methods used to calculate the bill’s revenue
effects were “fantastic. They say the imbalance there is supposed to be not more than
$300 million” because “this investment credit is going to stimulate the economy. . . .
That in turn is going to create a psychological effect on the rest of the economy which
is going to be stimulated. . . . That, actually, is nonsense.”49 Louis Wyman (R-NH)
made similar arguments about the revenue effects of tax cuts in 1964, flatly stating,
“This tax bill will not create more income from a reduction in revenues. This is a literal impossibility.”50 Albert Watson of South Carolina, a Democrat who would switch
parties in 1965, likewise argued “A tax cut alone, in my opinion, cannot stimulate the
economy sufficiently to offset resulting revenue losses at a time when a balanced
budget is desperately needed.”51 What is unexpected, though, is not the sorts of arguments that were made—on either side—but the political affiliations of the individuals
making them. Less than two decades later Democrats would argue vociferously
that tax cuts could not pay for themselves, while Republicans would claim just the
opposite—and point to the Kennedy-Johnson cuts in support of their argument.

The Revenue Act of 1978 and the Economic
Recovery Tax Act of 1981
The Kennedy-Johnson tax cuts were Keynesian, at least in their origins. But the tax
cuts that began under Jimmy Carter with the Revenue Act of 1978 and came to fruition
with Ronald Reagan’s Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 were significantly influenced by supply-side theories about economic growth. After a decade of high inflation
and high unemployment, during which Keynesian theories seemed unable to explain
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economic reality, new economic ideas that emphasized the importance of capital formation and the effects of marginal tax rates on incentives to work and invest became
influential in Washington. Like the Kennedy administration had done, the supplysiders prescribed tax cuts to get the economy back on track. But while in theory
Keynesian tax cuts would target those most likely to spend the extra money—lowerincome groups—supply-side cuts would target businesses and upper-income taxpayers
who would be likely to invest it.52
The Revenue Act of 1978, however, did not itself have supply-side origins. Instead,
it was initiated by the Carter administration. While Carter supported modest stimulative tax cuts, he was in general more interested in tax reform; that is, in simplifying the
tax code and closing loopholes.53 In January 1978, his administration proposed such a
tax-reform package, but a bipartisan coalition within the Ways and Means Committee
opposed most of his proposals and for five months the administration’s efforts went
nowhere.54 At the same time, supply-side ideas were circulating, though they had not
yet become as politically influential as they soon would be. Jack Kemp (R-NY), a
prominent champion of supply-side economics, had in April 1977 introduced his proposal to cut income tax rates by 30 percent across the board (H.R. 6201), with the goal
of increasing incentives to work and invest. And William Steiger (R-WI), an up-andcoming young legislator, proposed reducing the maximum tax rate on capital gains
from 49 percent to the 28 percent it had been as recently as 1969 (H.R. 11773). This,
it was hoped, would stimulate capital formation.55
Until the summer of 1978, proposals like Kemp’s and Steiger’s appeared fairly
radical and unlikely to gain significant traction. Carter, in fact, was suggesting in his
own tax package what was essentially an increase in the capital gains tax.56 But in
June 1978, California passed Proposition 13, the ballot measure that dramatically
reduced and limited property taxes.57 As Proposition 13 gained momentum, the words
“tax revolt” were suddenly on every politician’s tongue, and proposals that had seemed
radical only a few months earlier began to be taken seriously. While Kemp-Roth (as
Kemp’s proposal was renamed once Senator William Roth [R-DE] became a co-sponsor)
did not become law in 1978, the capital gains tax, to the surprise even of its supporters,
became “the hottest tax measure on Capitol Hill.”58
The result of all this was that the Steiger amendment, which was basically antithetical to Carter’s principles, became the heart of the Revenue Act, and the capital gains
tax was indeed dramatically slashed. Other taxes were reduced as well, including the
top corporate income tax rate, which went from 48 percent to 46 percent, and individual tax rates, which were lowered by an average of 7 percent.59 But high rates of
inflation meant that households were being pushed into higher tax brackets without
gains in real income, a phenomenon known as bracket creep.60 This, along with the
implementation of previously approved increases in Social Security payroll taxes,
meant that despite the cuts, most households paid more in federal taxes in 1979 than
in 1978.61
So on the one hand the Revenue Act of 1978, which reduced taxes by $16 billion,
appears on the surface to be a more significant tax cut than it actually was. But on the
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other, the capital gains portion of it was significant, even though it made up only $2
billion of that $16 billion total.62 The capital gains tax cut was the first fruit of the supplyside movement, and while it affected only one kind of tax, it was a large reduction in
rates. Furthermore, the capital gains tax was the focus of a disproportionate share of
Congressional debate. As one member of the Ways and Means Committee noted with
dismay, “Capital gains tax relief became the centerpiece of our committee’s work.”63
It was also in discussion of the capital gains tax that economic claims were most in
evidence. Much of the debate over individual income taxes focused on the perceived
need for tax relief. Members of Congress read the success of Proposition 13 and other
state measures as an indicator that taxpayers were tired of big government, inflation,
and bracket creep, and that they were demanding rate cuts. The economic effects of
those rate cuts were secondary to that discussion. But debate over the capital gains tax
cut emphasized the need to encourage capital formation so that businesses could invest
and grow. And when the Revenue Act was signed into law in November 1978, that
sharp reduction Steiger had hoped for became a reality.64
The Kemp-Roth plan for large across-the-board tax cuts, on the other hand, would
have to wait a few more years. It continued to influence the national discussion about
taxes. But it was not until presidential candidate Ronald Reagan made Kemp-Roth the
core of his economic platform that the proposal was catapulted back into the spotlight.65 Unlike the Kennedy tax-cut proposals, which were heavily influenced by
academic economists, Kemp-Roth-Reagan-style supply-side economics was developed by a group of journalists, policy entrepreneurs, and renegade professors who
were not part of the academic mainstream.66 Intellectually, this latter set of tax cuts
had very different origins from the Kennedy-Johnson cuts.
Yet while ERTA, which Reagan signed into law in August 1981, retained the heart
of the Kemp-Roth proposal, it did not look as dramatically different from the Kennedy-Johnson tax cuts as one might expect. Its central provision was indeed large cuts
in individual income tax rates. All rates were reduced, over a three-year period, 23
percent from their base level, and were set to be indexed to inflation starting in 1985.
For business, the highlight was accelerated depreciation, which was known by the
shorthand of 10-5-3, for the period of years over which different kinds of investment
could be written off. A third important component was a further reduction in the capital gains tax, with the maximum rate declining from 28 percent to 20 percent.67 The
widely popular bill passed the House by a margin of 282–95.68
While ERTA was far from being a progressive set of tax cuts, its effects on income
taxes were not clearly less progressive than those of the Kennedy-Johnson tax cuts
(see Table 1). Households earning half the median income did receive a smaller tax cut
in percentage terms than households earning the median or twice the median. But after
the Revenue Act of 1964, households earning half the median income actually saw
their average rate increase. This is obviously only one very simple indicator of the
progressivity of these tax bills, and space precludes comparing the similarities and
differences of the two pairs of tax cuts more fully. But it does demonstrate a larger
point, which is simply that the two sets of cuts were not as clearly targeted at groups
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on opposite ends of the income spectrum as one might expect, given their very different intellectual origins.
On the floor of the House, the economic claims made by supporters of ERTA and
the Revenue Act of 1978 were less surprising than those made in the early 1960s.
They were, as one would expect, mostly concerned with supply-side effects. By 1978
almost no one thought (or at least was willing to argue) that stimulating demand
would solve the nation’s economic problems, whether through tax cuts or other measures. Instead, legislators made claims like those of William Steiger:
Four independent economic analyses of proposals to significantly reduce capital
gains tax rates have all come to substantially the same conclusion. . . . [L]ower
tax rates on capital gains will stimulate investment, create more jobs, broaden
the tax base and increase Federal revenues. . . . Clearly, today’s tax system discourages the formation of capital and there’s little wonder that our economy is
suffering from insufficient investment, inflation, and slow growth.69
Similarly, David Stockman (R-MI), who soon would become the director of Reagan’s
Office of Management and Budget, argued that “Kemp-Roth and the capital gains
changes are oriented toward increasing and stimulating the supply of those critical
ingredients of economic growth in the economy, of savings and of risk capital, of
entrepreneurship and of our productivity rate. I would suggest we are not going to
solve our problems until we look to those issues.”70 So while there is some shift from
the early sixties to the late seventies in the kinds of economic claims that are made
about tax cuts, it is a relatively modest change—not from demand-side to supply-side
arguments, but from a mix of arguments leaning toward the supply side of the
spectrum, to a clear dominance of supply-side claims.
Yet while there is more continuity in the kinds of economic claims than one might
expect, there are also some noteworthy switches in the positions taken by different
political groups. Democrats, who argued loudly in 1964 that short-term deficits were
justifiable in pursuit of long-term growth, became much more critical of deficits. They
now claimed that deficits were inflationary, that they would increase interest rates, and
even that they were causing the dollar to collapse.71
Republicans, on the other hand, began to focus on the stimulative effects of tax
cuts. They downplayed the importance of deficits, and many argued that tax cuts
would pay for themselves. Bill Archer (R-TX), for example, pointed out that while
revenue impact might be an argument against a capital gains tax cut, the Treasury had
made “no allowance whatsoever for increased economic activity” and claimed that if
inflation were controlled, “there will be absolutely zero revenue impact.”72 Kent
Hance, a Texas Democrat who would change his party affiliation in 1985, reacted in
1981 to similar criticisms by responding, “I would point out we are dealing with static
figures. . . . [S]tatic figures for the future are just not going to hold up. We are going to
see an increase in revenues and if we are ever going to balance the budget we have got
to have a healthy economy to do it.”73
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Most interesting, perhaps, is that despite the image of Kennedy as a liberal, proponents of tax cuts during the Kemp-Roth-Reagan era repeatedly aligned their proposals
with the popular Kennedy-Johnson tax cuts, downplaying their Keynesian origins and
their arguably inflationary effects and emphasizing their stimulation of the economy
and their ultimate revenue neutrality. Nineteen of the 224 pages of debate we examined include a reference to the Kennedy-Johnson tax cuts, and 17 of these mention
them in support of the current tax cut efforts.
The Kennedy-Johnson tax cuts are used rhetorically in several ways. First, they are
pointed to as a historical example of success. Multiple times legislators cited a Chase
Econometrics study that showed that tax revenues among individuals with income
greater than $100,000 increased as a result of the Revenue Act of 1964, and that while
a five-year revenue loss of $89 billion was predicted, a $54 billion increase resulted.74
Second, Republicans emphasized the continuity between the Kennedy-Johnson tax
cuts and their own tax cut proposals. For example, one legislator quoted some of Kennedy’s more conservative language: “The final and best means of strengthening
demand among consumers and business is to reduce the burden on private income and
the deterrents to private initiative which are imposed by our present tax system.”75
Republicans also noted the inconsistency of the Democratic leadership in supporting
the Kennedy tax cuts but opposing the Kemp-Roth-Reagan proposals. It was pointed
out that Speaker Tip O’Neill and Ways and Means Chair Dan Rostenkowski both supported the Kennedy cuts. Harold Daub (R-NE) asked, “Why was President Kennedy’s
plan so good then, yet the same individual [O’Neill] who supported that plan, says
Reagan’s tax plan is bad? They are similar plans; the only difference now is that it is a
Republican who proposed it.”76 Jack Fields (R-TX) called such opposition “politically
motivated” and “not based on any sound economic principles.”77 Robert Lagomarsino
(R-CA) even argued that the Kennedy-Johnson tax cuts were “drafted by the same
people who drafted Kemp-Roth.”78
Opponents of the supply-side tax cuts, on the other hand, did not try to argue that
the Kennedy cuts were fundamentally different. For the most part, they did not respond
directly to the mentions of Kennedy. But when they occasionally did, they claimed not
that the Kennedy tax cuts were different, but that they too had issues—for example,
that they “started us on the inflationary cycle” (Robert Duncan, D-OR) or that they did
not in fact increase revenues (Charles Vanik, D-OH).79

Discussion
What we ultimately observed, then, were two pairs of tax debates that demonstrated
some surprising differences from our initial expectations, which were based on the conventional story about the rise of supply-side economics culminating with the Reagan
Revolution. Knowing that academic economists heavily influenced the KennedyJohnson tax cuts at a time when Keynesian thought dominated, we expected the
Kennedy-Johnson tax cuts to be, overall, more clearly targeted at lower- and moderateincome consumers. We also expected that the Kennedy-Johnson tax cuts would be
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defended specifically on the grounds that they would help the economy by stimulating
demand, while opponents would argue either that they wouldn’t stimulate demand
or that stimulating demand wasn’t desirable. And we thought that arguments in favor of
the Kennedy-Johnson tax cuts would look clearly different from arguments in favor of
the supply-side tax cuts.
Instead, however, the debates pointed toward something different: two pairs of tax
cuts that did indeed have different intellectual origins and that were supported by
people on opposite ends of the political spectrum, as expected, but (1) looked surprisingly similar in terms of their substance, and (2) were defended in relatively similar
terms, though by different groups of people. While this may be more surprising to runof-the-mill political sociologists or political scientists than to economic historians, it
nevertheless complicates a narrative about the “rise of neoliberalism” that is sometimes taken for granted.80
How can these observations be explained? The rest of this section considers, but
rejects, two possible explanations, before proposing a third that seems best to fit the
evidence. The article concludes by considering what this might tell us about the role
of ideas in the political process and how to study that role.
First, one might suppose that the similarities of these tax cuts simply reflect the
power of business interests in U.S. politics. Substantial components of all four tax cuts
went to business or the capitalist class. It could be argued, then, that either political
party, when in power, will make the arguments necessary to enact policies that are in
the interest of influential supporters in the business community. If pro-business tax cuts
can only be justified by a relatively limited set of economic arguments, this could
explain why the bills looked similar and were defended in similar terms despite their
different intellectual origins and the different political affiliations of their proponents.
The political story behind the 1962 investment tax credit, however, tends to undermine this argument. Kennedy’s economic commitments evolved from the period of
his campaign to the end of his administration. He began with an outspoken commitment to balanced budgets. But over time he shifted toward his economic advisers’
position that the stimulative benefits of tax cuts outweighed the benefits of short-term
budget balancing, even when the economy was not actively in recession.81 Throughout
this period, however, both he and his advisers shared a deep commitment to economic
growth as the sine qua non of other political goals from winning the Cold War to lifting millions of Americans out of poverty.82
It was this commitment to growth that motivated the investment tax credit, rather
than the interests of business. While the investment tax credit clearly targeted business, it was primarily intended to shift demand from consumption to investment,
something Kennedy’s economic advisers saw as necessary to increase productivity
and growth in the long run.83 It was not a concession to business or a second-best way
of increasing demand, but had an economic logic of its own.
Moreover, business groups, far from being the driving force behind the investment
tax credit, actually (and surprisingly) almost universally opposed it, despite the economic benefit it would provide.84 The Chamber of Commerce called it “a subsidy
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which general taxpayers should resent,” and the National Association of Manufacturers argued that “[t]he chief result . . . would be to distort the patterns of capital
formation, rather than to increase them in amount.”85 Some of this opposition stemmed
from the divergent interests of different segments of the business community. For
example, the Chamber of Commerce, which partly reflected small business interests,
disliked it because many small firms, lacking money to invest, would gain no benefit.86 But even the manufacturing sector, at which it was targeted, opposed it, preferring
more-flexible accelerated depreciation provisions.87 Kennedy himself was baffled by
the opposition, seeing it as “clearly in conflict with [the business community’s] own
self-interest.”88 So business influence does not seem to be a good explanation for these
political developments.
A second possibility is that these observations can be explained in terms of interests
alone, and that ideas don’t matter—politicians make whatever arguments are convenient. If the bills look similar, it must be because they helped Kennedy, Mills, or the
Democrats more generally to fulfill their interests, or the interests of groups they represented. Policy makers chose economic claims because they supported policies they
desired for material reasons, not because they were intellectually committed to them
or motivated by them.
Certainly we would not argue with the claim that politicians make arguments
because they are convenient. Nor would we deny that Congressional debates have a
staged quality to them: legislators make arguments because they are politically opportune.89 They may not actually believe the arguments they make, and their arguments
are not necessarily intended to convince others to adopt a position.
But the argument that the outcomes were purely interest-driven does not fit the
historical evidence. As outlined earlier, the tax cuts of 1962 and 1964 did have clearly
ideological origins. They were inspired and initiated by economic and legal experts
whose primary motivation does not appear to have been political. If Kennedy or Mills
had wanted tax cuts for instrumental reasons and had simply found experts to justify
their preexisting positions, one still might argue that the ideas themselves were not
significant. But both Kennedy and Mills were, by nature, economically conservative
and opposed to deficits. Deficit-inducing tax cuts, whether supply-side or Keynesian,
were not a natural or comfortable policy choice for either of them. Nor were tax cuts
an easy political sell at the time, as they would be in later decades. Many liberals
didn’t see the need for them, and many conservatives rejected them because of a fear
of budget deficits.
Instead, by all appearances both Kennedy and Mills were genuinely convinced by
academic experts that tax cuts were desirable on economic grounds and were led to
champion them, despite initially high levels of discomfort, on those grounds.90 While
it is impossible to definitively attribute motivations to people based on their actions,
there is no obvious explanation for Kennedy and Mills’s support for the 1962 and
1964 bills without taking into account the influence of the ideas of economic experts.
We propose a third explanation for what we observed in these tax debates by suggesting that the role played by ideas may vary at different points in the political
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process. At the outset, a policy proposal may be inspired or strongly shaped by ideology. As it moves through the political process, however, interests will tend to take over
and play a dominant role. As political negotiations proceed, ideologically inspired
proposals will tend to be pushed toward the center as coalitions of support are built.
And by the time bills are actually debated on the floor of Congress, arguments are
made primarily because they are politically appropriate justifications for positions that
legislators have decided to take for a variety of reasons, among which ideology is
secondary at best.
This could explain the apparent contradictions of these two pairs of tax debates.
The tax proposals did have ideological origins, and those origins were substantially
different from one another. The Kennedy-Johnson tax cuts were motivated by a commercial Keynesian view of the economy, and the 1978 and 1981 tax cuts by supply-side
ideas. But the process through which ideologically inspired proposals were shaped
into politically feasible legislation meant that the original proposals evolved in directions that made them look more similar. The Kennedy-Johnson tax cuts were not
nearly as progressive as many liberals would have liked, and the Kemp-Roth-Reagan
cuts were made across the board, and not tilted toward the investing classes.
In this process of negotiation, moderation, and compromise, each of these bills
acquired a relatively broad coalition of supporters. While some supporters were doubtless attracted to the ideas behind each bill, many of them are likely to have signed on
because of obligations to constituents, interest groups, political parties, or other legislators. Such supporters would make arguments on the floor of Congress based on
political suitability, which would not necessarily be the same arguments that motivated the bill’s initiators.
This could explain why the “wrong” groups took certain positions at times, or why
politically opposed groups took the same position at different moments in time. For
example, in 1964 conservative Republicans opposed the proposed tax cuts for a variety of reasons, including aversion to deficits and fear of inflation. In general, these
Republicans disapproved of Keynesianism, which in other contexts they tended to
equate with socialism and even Communism.91 But here, there was a political opening
to argue that the problem was that the bill went beyond conventionally accepted
Keynesianism by not limiting deficit spending to times of recession—that it did not
follow orthodox Keynesian prescriptions closely enough—and Republicans took it,
despite their own distaste for Keynesian economics.92 Similarly, this choosing of the
most politically appropriate arguments, rather than taking a consistent position (or
even less, staking out a position on purely ideological grounds), explains why in 1962
and 1964 Democrats could be found arguing that tax cuts would pay for themselves,
while in 1978 and 1981 they were arguing just as forcefully that similar Republican
claims were nonsense.
But while this opportunism meant that the relationship between broader political
affiliation and the specific economic claims made in a particular debate was quite
fluid, the range of apparently acceptable economic claims changed much less over
time. While there was a real ideological difference between the Keynesian economists
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who inspired the Kennedy-Johnson tax cuts and the supply-siders behind Kemp-RothReagan, there was no equally dramatic shift in the kinds of economic arguments
members of Congress chose to make.

Conclusions
Does this mean, then, that the arguments made on the floor of Congress are essentially
meaningless? If legislators take a variety of sometimes-inconsistent positions in an
effort to justify policy preferences that are mostly interest-driven, is the content of Congressional debate just so much noise? We would argue that it is not. Instead, it is the
relative lack of change in politically acceptable arguments—a lack of change that
occurs during a period that sees both a dramatic shift in expert debate and a shift in the
political influence of groups representing different economic worldviews—that may
tell us something about the political process. While members of Congress may make
economic claims for political, more than ideological, reasons, the range of politically
acceptable claims they can make is not infinite. If that range evolves more slowly than
the claims of experts or the ideological preferences of policy entrepreneurs, the rhetorical opportunities available to legislators may shape or constrain the development of
ideologically inspired bills by providing openings for some arguments but not others.
Thus the enormous political success of a supply-side tax bill in 1981 may be less surprising, for example, if one sees that it can be justified in terms consistent with successful
arguments made (even if by opponents) in past political debates. And supporters of tax
cuts in 1978 and 1981 clearly did justify their bill in terms that were continuous with the
past, not only by making similar claims to those made in 1962 and 1964, but also by
explicitly drawing on the legacy of those tax cuts. While there is obviously a story of
interest group politics to be told about the Reagan Revolution, the “discursive opportunity
structure” of Congress may play a relatively unexplored role in explaining why interests
and ideas were channeled down particular paths.93 Such an argument would be compatible with historical institutionalism, but here the institutions creating path dependencies
would be ideas about how the economy works, not rules about how to behave.
We would also suggest that even if interests do take over from ideas as the most
important motivator for action once the legislative process is well underway, interests
themselves cannot be understood without taking ideas—or more specifically, beliefs—
into account. Sometimes the relationship between a group’s interests and a policy
choice is relatively clear-cut. So, for example, it would be surprising if labor did not
prefer tax cuts aimed at low-to-moderate income households to the investment tax
credit proposed in 1962.
But other times—and these times are more frequent than one might think—it is less
clear what policy is in a group’s interest. Many times a group must take a position on
a policy proposal that is obviously important, but will affect the group indirectly or in
a non-obvious way. In such cases, self-interest cannot be determined outside of a set
of beliefs about what the effects of the policy will be, which in turn depends on spoken
or unspoken theories about how the world works.
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So, for example, the banking industry, which did not need to build factories, did not
anticipate much in the way of direct benefits from Kennedy’s investment tax credit.
Yet because of their overwhelming concern with the balance-of-payments issue, bankers feared demand stimulation as a potential source of inflation, which would tend to
worsen the balance-of-payments problem. Because of this, bankers strongly supported
the investment tax credit as a noninflationary form of stimulus, even though the businesses that were intended to benefit from it (particularly manufacturing) opposed it.94
This stance was an expression of the industry’s interests. But it resulted from a chain
of logic that was more complex than the one that led labor to its position (that is, we
want tax cuts for the groups we represent). From the position of the banking industry,
where effects of a bill would likely be significant but indirect, it was not obvious what
the self-interested position even was outside the context of particular ideas about how
the economy works.
We hope, then, in future research to continue to develop an approach to understanding the role of ideas in the political process that combines constructivist elements with
the insights of institutionalism. Mark Blyth’s work suggests that ideas channel interests at moment of Knightian uncertainty—when interests are unclear.95 We certainly
support this contention, and it is true that during moments of crisis it may be particularly unclear what a group’s interests actually are. But ideas come into play even
during ordinary political moments, when the interests themselves are, in a general
sense, clear enough. Without theories of how the economic, political, and social world
works—theories that vary across groups and over time—it will not often be clear what
policy options will help advance one’s interests, and thus what actions one should
take. These theories, moreover, are not absolute truths, but can be contingent, evolving, and the product of larger worldviews. Exploring the way in which such ideas
underpin interest-driven political action seems, then, a fruitful way to extend our
understanding of how the political process works.
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